2020 By the Numbers
As our community came together this past year to prevent the
spread of COVID-19, SBCAS remained committed to saving the
lives of the animals in our care, prioritizing public safety, and
providing support so that beloved pets could stay with their
families. This required tremendous flexibility, creativity and
innovation as everything in our daily lives changed due to the
pandemic.
We are incredibly proud of our 2020 statistics, especially our
95.6% Live Release Rate, but these numbers only measure a
fraction of the work that has been done both inside and outside
our shelters to support animals and the people who love them. We
could not have achieved this success without the amazing
collaboration of our community partners, the support of our
volunteers and our dedicated staff, for which we have deep
gratitude. We also celebrate the true victory of 2020, which is the
resilience of our community members and their compassion and
love for animals even in the midst of hardship and challenge!

New Tags are HERE!!
SBCAS has partnered with

PetHub to increase our lost
pet reunification efforts and
keep animals with their
families. PetHub Smart Tags
are more than just a tag!
They have custom pet
profiles, found pet alerts,
secure data, shelter
broadcasts and more!
Please stay tuned to our
website and social media as
we roll out these new tags to
our community in May!

Facial Recognition Brings
Pets Home!
Don't forget to download
and register your pets on
Finding Rover!
SBCAS is committed to
better solutions for lost and
found pets. We believe it is
time to create a community
solution to keep pet families
together. Please click the
link below to register your
pet(s) today and begin to
imagine a world without any
lost pets!!
Finding Rover
CLICK HERE!!

Donate to Save
Lives!
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